Pasco County Utilities Emergency Rule Notification

- Installation Name: **Palm Terrace Gardens Wastewater Treatment Facility**
- Installation Address: **116 Arbordale Dr, Port Richey, FL 34668**
- For further information, contact Jacob (Jake) Cuarta, Environmental Compliance Manager: 813-929-2755 ext. 6905 or 727-267-1990 (Cell)
- Permit Number (if applicable): **FLA012773**
- Date and time of the incident or discovery: **DATE: 29 December 2020   TIME: 11:00 AM**
- Location of the incident or discovery: **116 Arbordale Dr, Port Richey**
- Suspected source and cause of incident or discovery: While Envirowaste was filling truck with sludge from the digester, they inadvertently overfilled their truck tank causing spill
- Type of pollution, including substance or contaminant name(s): **Untreated Domestic Waste**
- Estimate amount of pollution, including substance or contaminant name(s): Approximately 200 Gallons of Untreated Domestic Waste (200 Gallons recovered). Used water and lime to neutralize the impacted area
- Source: (e.g. land, water, air) affected: **LAND: _______ WATER: ______ AIR: _______**
- Potentially affected areas beyond installation property boundary: **NONE**
- Potential risk (public health, safety, or welfare): **High ___ Medium ___ Low ___ None X___**
- Identification of other parties notified of incident and time notification occurred:
  - Name: **(FDEP) Brianna Godwin** Time Notified: (24 Hour) X (48 Hour)___
  - Name: **(Daniel Biles, P.E.)** Time Notified: (24 Hour) (48 Hour)___
  - Name: **(Tambrey Laine)** Time Notified: (24 Hour) (48 Hour)___
  - Name: **(Michael Carballa, P.E., BCEE)** Time Notified: (24 Hour) (48 Hour)___
  - Name: **(Ronald E. Oakley–BOCC Chairman)** Time Notified: (24 Hour) (48 Hour)___
  - Name: **(Rob Marin - Utilities Director)** Time Notified: (24 Hour) (48 Hour)___
  - Name: **(ALL Directors) Jason Mickel** Time Notified: (24 Hour) X (48 Hour)___
- Additional information that may be helpful: **MAP # 68, SSO # 1087. No waterways were affected and there is no risk to public health. No further action required.**